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Explore John 8:44
[God, Abraham] Your father, the devil

[Jesus’ desires] Lusts, desires

[Life Giver] Murderer

[No beginning, eternal] Beginning

[Is the Truth, Witness] Abode not in the Truth

[Speaks the Truth] Speaks the Lie

[Father of  all, of  lights] Father of  it--the Lie
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Explore John 8:44
[God, Abraham] Your father, the devil

[Jesus’ desires] Lusts, desires

[Life Giver] Murderer

[No beginning, eternal] Beginning

[Is the Truth, Witness] Abode not in the Truth

[Speaks the Truth] Speaks the Lie

[Father of  all, of  lights] Father of  it--the Lie
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The Overview

• “The Bible is its own expositor. Scripture is to be 
compared with scripture. The student should learn 
to view the word as a whole, and to see the relation 
of  its parts. He should gain a knowledge of  its 
grand central theme, of  God’s original purpose for 
the world, of  the rise of  the great controversy, and 
of  the work of  redemption.
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The Overview

• “He should understand the nature of  the two 
principles that are contending for supremacy, and 
should learn to trace their working through the 
records of  history and prophecy, to the great 
consummation.
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The Overview

• “He should understand the nature of  the two 
principles that are contending for supremacy, and 
should learn to trace their working through the 
records of  history and prophecy, to the great 
consummation.

Two Principles
--can we identify them, their “nature”?

--can we trace them, in “history and prophecy”?
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The Overview

• “He should see how this controversy enters into 
every phase of  human experience; how in every act 
of  life he himself  reveals the one or the other of  
the two antagonistic motives; and how, whether he 
will or not, he is even now deciding upon which 
side of  the controversy he will be found.”  {Ed 
190.2}
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The Overview

• “He should see how this controversy enters into 
every phase of  human experience; how in every act 
of  life he himself  reveals the one or the other of  
the two antagonistic motives; and how, whether he 
will or not, he is even now deciding upon which 
side of  the controversy he will be found.”  {Ed 
190.2}

Two Antagonistic Motives
--determines your side, your destiny!
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The Two Principles

• “Unselfishness, the principle of  God’s kingdom, is 
the principle that Satan hates; its very existence he 
denies. From the beginning of  the great 
controversy he has endeavored to prove God’s 
principles of  action to be selfish, and he deals in 
the same way with all who serve God. To disprove 
Satan’s claim is the work of  Christ and of  all who 
bear His name.
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The Two Principles
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The Two Principles

• “It was to give in His own life an illustration of  
unselfishness that Jesus came in the form of  
humanity. And all who accept this principle are to 
be workers together with Him in demonstrating it 
in practical life. To choose the right because it is 
right; to stand for truth at the cost of  suffering and 
sacrifice--‘this is the heritage of  the servants of  the 
Lord, and their righteousness is of  Me, saith the 
Lord.’ Isaiah 54:17.”  {Ed 154.3&4}  
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“The Beginning”
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“The Beginning”

• Best window in the “the beginning” when the devil 
left “the truth” and fathered “the lie” is Isa. 
14:12-14
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“The Beginning”

• Best window in the “the beginning” when the devil 
left “the truth” and fathered “the lie” is Isa. 
14:12-14

• Trace the key words in this passage--
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“The Beginning”
[Stand, build up] Fallen, cut down

Lucifer, son of  the morning [Rulers of  the darkness]

[Strengthen] Weaken

[Humbles, goes down] Ascend, exalt, mount, heights

[Michael] Like the Most High

[=THE TRUTH] THE LIE

[Abode not in the truth] Father of  “liar”
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“The Beginning”
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“The Beginning”

• What was the result of  Lucifer leaving “the truth” 
when he fathered “the lie”?
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“The Beginning”

• What was the result of  Lucifer leaving “the truth” 
when he fathered “the lie”?

• Rev. 12:7, 8 “And there was war in heaven: Michael 
and his angels fought against the dragon; and the 
dragon fought and his angels, and prevailed not; 
neither was their place found any more in heaven.”
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“The Beginning”

• What was the result of  Lucifer leaving “the truth” 
when he fathered “the lie”?

• Rev. 12:7, 8 “And there was war in heaven: Michael 
and his angels fought against the dragon; and the 
dragon fought and his angels, and prevailed not; 
neither was their place found any more in heaven.”

• Connections to Gal. 5:6 avail, and John 14:2 place.
Same Verb! Same Noun!
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“The Beginning” #2
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“The Beginning” #2

• When did this battle come to earth?
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“The Beginning” #2

• When did this battle come to earth?

• Gen. 3:1-6; trace some key elements of  the story
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“The Beginning” #2
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“The Beginning” #2
Has God said [question of  doubt]

Ye shall not surely die [the lie?]

God knows... [selfish]

your eyes shall be opened

you will be like God [copy me]

The Lie

Adam & Eve believed the Lie
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heard of  God; John 8:40

never see death; 8:51 (also 24)

We do know; 3:11

I have seen; 8:38

I know Him; 8:55 (also 19)

The Truth

Receive and keep God’s word
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Ye shall not surely die [the lie?]

God knows... [selfish]
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See & know God as He really is, unselfish, giving.
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“The Beginning” #2
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“The Beginning” #2

Immediate Result of  the Lie

Shame, hiding, fear; 3:7-10

Self  focus, insecurity
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“You shall know the truth”

Eternal life; John 17:3

Set free

“The Beginning” #2
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Self  focus, insecurity
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